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Third :-Make it a point to connect yourself with the reputable manufacturing 
chemists whose goods these physicians prefer. Firs,t class manufacturers are 
only too eager to make attractive propositions to pharmacists who can use quan- 
tity lots and pay their bills promptly. Their special discount concessions enable 
the buyer to dispense to the physician on satisfactory terms, at a decided profit. 

Fourth:-Next bring to the physicians’ notice and push in every way, surgical 
supplies and sick-room necessities and have as many of these goods as possible 
under your own label. Profits on these lines range from thirty to eighty percent 
and, indirectly, the advertising derived, from the laity seeing your name on each 
article, is worth considerable. 

A physician and his patients 
want results. If a store is known as a physicians’ supply store where the best 
of everything can be procured without delay, it will be heartily endorsed by the 
leading physicians and both physician and patient will gladly pay well for the 
superior article and service offered. 

Sixth :-By means of correspondence, personal visit, and parcel post, get in 
touch with and sell to physicians in the outlying districts within a radius of fifty 
miles. They dispense practically everything so their orders are usually larger 
than the city customer and the cost of selling proportionately smaller. When, 
because of local industrial o r  other conditions, trade would otherwise be dull, the 
accounts of these physicians in the suburban sections help to tide over until local 
conditions become normal. 

Seventh :-If you would successfully and profitably cultivate the patronage of 
the dispensing physician, you must read pharmaceutical journals and study trade 
catalogs. You must be thoroughly conversant with all that is newest in phar- 
maceuticals, appliances, etc., and so make yourself invaluable to the busy prac- 
titioner. Cultivate the friendship of the traveling salesman who cover your 
territory. They have many an opportunity to offer you something worth while, 
or speak a good word for you that will mean added profits. 

I know of a drug firm whose business, conducted along the lines mentioned 
above, has increased ten-fold in fifteen years with losses averaging less than half 
of one percent. 

Fifth:-Stand for quality, first, last and always. 

HARMLESS CURSES. 
Maledictions are not so scarce as to be satisfactory explanations of disasters. 

Guiteau cursed everybody connected with his trial and execution, but the foreman 
of the jury only died within a few weeks at the age of about ninety. The Em- 
peror Francis Joseph is said to have been cursed, but it is curious if that curse 
brought death and destruction to his wife and his nephew and his sons and other 
connections, while he is still living. A great many kings, nobles, landlords and 
employers and parties to- an ordinary quarrel have been cursed, and their mis- 
fortunes do not loom up sufficiently to impress the reflecting person with the 
potency of an imprecation.-Philadelphia Record. 


